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Storytelling and the Wisdom of Time 

 

 Over the summer, I read a new book by Pope Francis:  Sharing the Wisdom of Time. 

 When Pope Francis was praying one day, he received an inspiration to shed light on the 

role grandparents and seniors play in the lives of their children and grandchildren. He began to 

preach about the need for the world to pay attention to the wisdom we gain from them. Then, 

another idea began to take shape.  Over 250 elderly people worldwide were interviewed, their 

stories shared with Pope Francis, and together with his personal reflections, all was captured in a 

book on the gift of wisdom. 

 One such story is that of Maria Gabriella Perin, a mother and grandmother from Italy. 

Maria was only nine months old when her dad died shortly after the end of World War II. She 

grew up wondering what it would have been like to have a father. As a young woman, she met a 

young man, and over a number of years broke up and reunited with him at least a hundred times, 

she says. While they never married, a child was born, a boy named David. Now much older 

himself, David awaits the birth of his first born. Maria eventually found new love and married. 

 Maria looks back at her life and ponders about different paths and courses that could have 

shaped her life otherwise. 

 In her own words, she writes:  “What I know is that God makes stories.  In his genius and 

mercy, he takes our triumphs and our failures and weaves beautiful tapestries that are full of 

irony.  The reverse of the fabric may look messy with its tangled threads – the events of our lives 

– and maybe this is the side we dwell on when we doubt.  But the right side of the tapestry 

displays a magnificent story, and this is the side that God sees.” 

 In Pope Francis’ response to Maria’s story, he writes:  “What complicated stories we 

live!  Threads are woven.  And sometimes we understand, and sometimes we do not understand 

what we are experiencing.  But God looks at us with the eyes of a creator and of an artist who is 

capable of organizing our mistakes, our sins, and the good things as if they were all parts of a 

tapestry.  On that tapestry, there is good and bad, death and life.  If I look at my life, I like to 

think that the Lord would say with a smile, ‘Look what I did with all your mistakes!’  When 

older people gaze on life, often they know instinctively what lies behind the tangled threads.  

They can sense the shape.” 

 The Holy Father then adds his own wisdom:   “Often, mistakes are the raw material of 

miracles.  Peter’s mistake of denying Jesus led him to the miracle of tears.  The mistake of the 

prodigal son showed the mercy of the father.  The mistake of the lost sheep revealed God’s care 

and desire to bring each sheep home.” 

 May we truly appreciate the gift of our grandparents and all elders.  May their stories 

inspire younger generations with wisdom. 

 As we begin our preparations for Christmas, take some time to sit and listen to the elderly 

in your family. Invite them to reflect on what the Christmas Story and the birth of Our Saviour 

Jesus Christ means to them. In some sense, they are the Magi of today, the Three Wise Persons 

who have come to lead us to adore and worship Emmanuel – God With Us! 

God bless! 

Bishop David 


